In order to avoid some annoying but inessential technicalities we restrict our treatment to ν < ω. So in the whole paper ν is a fixed natural number > 0.
Preliminaries. For the reader's convenience we repeat some basic definitions and abbreviations from [Bu02] (with some minor deviations). Let L be an arbitrary first order language (i.e. set of function and predicate symbols). Atomic L-formulas are Rt 1 ...t n where R is an n-ary predicate symbol (of L), and t 1 , ..., t n are L-terms. Expressions of the shape A or ¬A, where A is an atomic L-formula, are called literals. L-formulas are built up from literals by means of ∧, ∨, ∀x, ∃x. FV(A) denotes the set of free variables of A. A formula or term A is called closed if FV(A) = ∅. The negation ¬A of a non-atomic formula A is defined via de Morgan's laws. The rank rk(A) of a formula A is defined by: rk(A) := 0 if A is a literal, rk(A ∧ B) := rk(A ∨ B) := max{rk(A), rk(B)} + 1, rk(∀xA) := rk(∃xA) := rk(A) + 1. By A(x/t) we denote the result of substituting t for (every free occurrence of) x in A (renaming bound variables if necessary). Expressions λx.F (where F is a formula) are called predicates and denoted by F. For F = λx.F we set F(t) := F (x/t). If P is a unary predicate symbol then B(P/F) denotes the result of substituting F for P in B, i.e. the formula resulting from B be replacing every atom Pt by F(t). Let X be unary predicate symbol not in L. A positive operator form in L is an L ∪ {X}-formula A in which X occurs only positively (i.e. A has no subformula ¬Xt) and which has at most one free variable x. We use the following abbreviations: A(F, t) := A(x/t)(X/F), A(F) ⊆ F := ∀x(A(F, x) → F(x)). For each positive operator form A we introduce a new unary predicate symbol P A . Finite sets of formulas are called sequents. They are denoted by Γ, ∆, Π. We mostly write A 1 , ..., A n for {A 1 , ..., A n }, and A, Γ, ∆ for {A} ∪ Γ ∪ ∆, etc.
Let L 0 be a language consisting of the constant 0 (zero), the unary function symbol S (successor), and some predicate symbols R for primitive recursive relations, such that the set TRUE 0 of all true closed L 0 -literals is itself primitive recursive (under some canonincal arithmetization of syntax). The only closed L 0 -terms are the numerals 0, S0, SS0, ... which we identify with the corresponding natural numbers (elements of IN). Arbitrary L 0 -terms will be denoted by t, t 1 , ..., and (number) variables by x, y.
Pos σ := set of all L σ+1 -formulas C such every P A occurring negatively in C belongs to L σ . lev(P A ) := lev(P A t) := min{σ : P A t ∈ Pos σ } (level) Note that this "level" is not exactly the same as "level" in [Bu02] .
Abbreviations. L 0 -lit := set of all L 0 -literals.
-for := set of all formulas of the shape A ∧ B or ∀xA. C ∈ + -for :⇔ C ∈ -for or C has the shape P A t
An inference symbol is a formal expression I for which the following entities are given • a set |I| (the arity of I), • a sequent ∆(I) (principal formula(s)), • for each ι ∈ |I| a sequent ∆ ι (I) (minor formula(s)), An inference symbol is called (in)finitary if its arity is (in)finite.
Notation. By writing (I)
Inference symbols I with |I| = ∅ are called axioms.
Definition (Proof systems).
A proof system is given by a language L and a set of inference symbols in this language, where "I in L" means that all elements of ∆(I) ∪ ι∈|I| ∆ ι (I) are L-formulas. A proof system is called finitary if all its inference symbols are finitary; otherwise it is called infinitary. From now on the letters A, B, C always denote L ν -formulas, and P ranges over predicate symbols P A ∈ L ν .
Definition (The finitary proof systems ID ν and ID * ν ). The language of ID ν is L ν , and the inference symbols of ID ν are
where
The inference symbols Ax Γ , A∧B , k A∨B , t ∃xA , Cl P A t , and Cut C with C ∈ L 0 -lit are called simple.
The proof system ID * ν is obtained from ID ν by adding the following inference symbols
with P = P A and Π ⊆ Pos lev(P) ,
The role of E and D σ will become clear in the definition of h + below.
Inductive Definition of ID * ν -derivations If I is an inference symbol of ID * ν of arity l and h 0 , . . . , h l−1 are ID * ν -derivations such that for Γ :
Abbreviations.
. . h l−1 (y/k) otherwise where I(y/k) is defined as expected, i.e., in such a way that the following holds:
Convention.
From now on we use h as syntactic variable for closed ID * ν -derivations (i.e., elements of ID * ν ).
We use P as syntactic variable for formulas of the form P A n with P A ∈ L ν .
The inference symbols of ID 
•
To each h ∈ ID * ν we assign
For the sake of conciseness we write
The definition proceeds by (primitive) recursion on the height of h. In clause 3. we make use of the following abbreviation:
= Ω Pn Ax {¬Pn,Pn} S {Pn} P,F∈Hµ with µ := lev(P).
(Ind
5. If C ∈ -for and h
6. If P = P A , µ := lev(P) (< ν), and d ∈ I µ with d
). The proof of this lemma is routine and can be left to the reader (cf. Theorem 3 in [Bu97] and Theorem 5 in [Bu01] ).
Iterated Inductive Definition of
Note that (according to Lemma 1) if h ∈ I σ and tp(h) = Ω P then lev(P ) < σ. Note further that W σ is by definition a subset of I σ .
Our goal is now to show that ID ν is Π 0 2 -conservative over ID i ν (W) (where W denotes the operator form corresponding to the iterated inductive definition of (W σ ) σ<ν ). We will achieve this goal by giving an informal proof of (1) "If h is an ID ν -derivation of a Π 
Lemma 2. Let R be a binary relation symbol of L 0 .
(a) Ifh is an ID ν -derivation of ∃yR(x, y) with deg(h) = m, then for all n we have:
(b) W 0 h Γ, ∃yR(n, y) with Γ ⊆ FALSE 0 ⇒ there exists k with R(n, k).
Proof: (a) Obviously E m h(x/n) 0 0 ∃yR(n, y) which yields the claim. (b) Induction over W 0 : We have h + = I(h i ) i∈I with h i ∈ W 0 for all i ∈ I.
By Lemma 1 one of the following cases holds: 1. I = Rep and h 0 Γ, ∃yR(n, y). 2. I = Cut C with C ∈ FALSE 0 and h 0 Γ, C, ∃yR(n, y). 3. I = Cut C with ¬C ∈ FALSE 0 and h 1 Γ, ¬C, ∃yR(n, y). 4. I = k ∃yR(n,y) with R(n, k) ∈ FALSE 0 and h 0 Γ, R(n, k), ∃yR(n, y). 5. I = k ∃yR(n,y) and R(n, k) ∈ TRUE 0 . In cases 1-4 the claim follows immediately from the IH (induction hypothesis). In case 5 we are done. Now for establishing (1) it remains to prove (2) E m h ∈ W * holds for each closed ID ν -derivation h and each m ∈ IN.
Definitions.
where X ranges over subsets of ID * ν . Then W σ (for σ < ν) satisfies the following "axioms":
Otherwise: Then tp(D
Together with ( * ) this yields D σ h ∈ W σ .
Remark. Now for establishing (2) it remains to prove (3) Prog(X ) ⇒ h ∈ X , for each closed ID ν -derivation h and each X , and to find a jump operation X → X (á la [Ge43] ) such that (4) h ∈ X ⇒ Eh ∈ X and Prog(X ) ⇒ Prog(X ).
We have to prove:
and Prog(X ) we get h ∈ X .
I =
By IH we get ∀i ∈ |I|(S Π∪∆i(I) P,F d i ∈ X ), and then h ∈ X by ( * ) and Prog(X ). 1.3. otherwise: Then h + = I S Π P,F d ι i∈|I| ( * ). By IH we get ∀ι ∈ |I| W (S Π P,F d ι ∈ X ), and then h ∈ X by ( * ) and Prog(X ).
Proof: Left to the reader.
To prove:
) and thus ∀ι ∈ |I| W (Cut C h 0 h 1ι ∈ X ). 2. h = y ∀xAh : Then h + = ∀xA (h(y/i)) i∈IN and, by IH, ∀i ∈ IN(h(y/i) ∈ X ), i.e. h ∈ Φ(X ) ⊆ X .
¬C ∈ ∆(I): From
3. h = Cut C h 0 h 1 with C ∈ + -for: By IH we get h 0 ∈ X . 3.1. C ∈ -for: By Lemma 5 we get ∀k.Prog({d : J k C d ∈ X }) and then, by IH, ∀k(h 0 ∈ {d :
by Lemma 6a we conclude Prog(X C,h0 ) and then, by IH, h 1 ∈ X C,h0 , i.e. h ∈ X .
3.2. C = P : From Prog(X ) & h 0 ∈ X by Lemma 6b we conclude Prog(X P,h0 ) and then, by IH, h 1 ∈ X P,h0 , i.e. h ∈ X .
. Using Prog(X ) one easily shows d i ∈ X by induction on i.
h = Ind
Pn F : Then h + = Ω P Ax {¬P,P } S {P } P,F d d∈Iσ with σ := lev(P) and P := Pn. Prog(X ) yields Ax {¬P,P } ∈ X , and by Lemma 4 we have ∀d ∈ W σ (S {P } P,F d ∈ X ). Hence h ∈ Φ(X ) ⊆ X . Now we come to the last part of our proof, which begins with the definition of the jump operation X → X mentioned in (4) above. Preliminary remark. ID * ν -derivations have been introduced as terms in polish (prefix) notation build up from inference symbols each of which as a fixed finite arity. So every ID * ν -derivation is finite sequence of inference symbols.
In the following we use a, a as syntactic variables for arbitrary finite sequences of inference symbols -including the empty sequence ε. Concatination is expressed by juxtaposition. Example:
Definition. X := {h : ∀a ∈ Q(X )(aEh ∈ X )}.
Remark.
Proof by induction on "a ∈ Q(X )".
Proof by induction on "a ∈ Q(X )": 1. a = ε: In this case the premises immediately yield h ∈ Φ(X ) ⊆ X . = Rep(a h ). Together with a h ∈ X this yields ah ∈ Φ(X ) ⊆ X .
Lemma 10. Prog(X ) ⇒ Prog(X ). Proof: Assume Prog(X ) & h ∈ Φ(X ) & a ∈ Q(X ). To prove aEh ∈ X . For this it suffices to prove aEh ∈ Φ(X ). Let h + = I(h ι ) ι∈I . Then ∀ι ∈ |I| W (h ι ∈ X ) and thus ∀ι ∈ |I| W (aEh ι ∈ X ).
1. I = Cut C with C ∈ + -for: Then (Eh) + = Rep(Cut C Eh 0 Eh 1 ) and therefore, by Lemma 8b, (aEh) + = Rep(aCut C Eh 0 Eh 1 ). From h 0 , h 1 ∈ X & a ∈ Q(X ) we get (by Remark (ii)) aCut C Eh 0 ∈ Q(X ) & h 1 ∈ X , and then aCut C Eh 0 Eh 1 ∈ X . Hence aEh ∈ Φ(X ) ⊆ X . 2. otherwise: From (Eh) + = I(Eh ι ) ι∈I & ∀ι ∈ |I| W (aEh ι ∈ X ) we conclude aEh ∈ X by Lemma 9.
